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ABSTRACT 

The usual engineering practices in seismic design of Nuclear Facilities might result in a poor estimate of safety 
implications of near field earthquakes (NFEs). In some cases (small or medium magnitudes) the effects are unduly 
over-estimated while in other cases (large magnitudes) they are dangerously under-estimated. This issue is much 
more critical for existing nuclear facilities than for new ones. Based on this recognition, IAEA has organized the 
Co-ordinated Research Program (CRP) entitled “Safety Significance of Near-field Earthquakes” [1]. The CRP aims 
to study to what extent recent developments in analytical methodologies for predicting earthquake response 
behavior of nuclear structures can be used for the assessment of nuclear facilities subjected to NFE earthquake 
ground motions. In the CRP, the experiment data obtained by the Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (CEA) 
Saclay Research Laboratory in France is taken up for a benchmark analysis. This report describes the benchmark 
analysis results performed by the Japanese Team. Although the scope of the benchmark analysis includes (1) static 
analysis, (2) modal and spectral analysis, (3) displacement based approach [2], (4) time history analysis, (5) analysis 
by applying actual near-field earthquake ground motion, and (6) numerical experiment to study the effect of 
near-field earthquake on the non-linear behavior of the structure. By taking into account the current Japanese 
practice on the seismic design of NPP (nuclear power plant), we have performed the analyses of (1), (2)(part), (4), 
(5) and (6). This report describes our results of the analyses of (4) through (6). 
 
Keywords: IAEA CRP, Shear wall, near-field earthquake, non-linear analysis, response spectrum. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
  
The purpose of the CRP is to focus on the assessment of the vulnerability of structures. Due to the available 

experimental input and to the specific rules related to site selection of NPPs, the considered NFE are related to 
low-moderate magnitude earthquakes. The specific objective of this CRP is to adapt the best available engineering 
practices on near field earthquakes for nuclear engineering and to use them for the evaluation of the seismic 
vulnerability of nuclear facilities. In view of this objective, the purpose of the CRP is to:  

- Carry out a benchmark on NFE effects on a shear wall structure, 
- Concur on the principles of an updated engineering practice. 

  The RC shear wall specimen of CAMUS-I experiment performed by CEA Saclay Research Laboratory in 
France[3] [4] consisted of two similar shear walls and was installed on a shaking table and subjected to horizontal 
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seismic input motions. This is a mock-up at the scale 1/3 of typical shear walls. The total mass of the mock up is 36 
tons (6 floors x 6 tons). The stress in a wall under static load is 1.60 MPa. The main characteristics of the walls are; 
height: 5.10 m (5 stories x 0.9 m), length: 1.70 m, and thickness: 0.06 m. 
   Two types of input motions were used: the “Nice” motion (artificial ground motion), representative of a far field 
motion, and the “Golden Gate” motion (observed ground motion) representative of an NFE ground motion. In the 
frame of the benchmark, the outputs of the following 4 Runs have to be interpreted: 
 
 
 

Test-Run Number Run1 Run2 Run3 Run4 
Input Motion Nice 0.24g Golden Gate 0.13g Golden Gate 1.11g Nice 0.41g 

   Run 1 can be considered as a typical design input motion. Runs 1 and 2 can be regarded as rather “low level” 
inputs. Runs 3 and 4 are damaging level inputs. However, as an illustration of the above “background situation”, 
the core of the issue to be clarified by the CRP is that according to the classical engineering approach, Run3 was 
expected to be approximately 4 times more damaging than Run4. But this was not confirmed by the experiment 
(the damages induced by the two Runs were comparable). Under these background, this report describs the 
benchmark analysis results of (3), (4), (5) and (6) obtained by Japanese Team. 

 
 

2.  DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL MODEL 
 

The 2D structural model was assumed with the higher stiffness toward the out-of-plane transverse direction to 
reduce the secondary motion outside the primary plane of dynamics. 
 
2.1  Geometry of the model 

Figure 1 shows a process of analytical modeling of the CUMUS-I specimen. The specimen is a 1/3 scaled 
five-floors building model and has two parallel shear walls. In this analytical study, we modeled the specimen as a 
2D-FEM (Finite Element Model) and isoparametric quadratic elements consisting of 8 nodes are used as standard 
finite element. Therefore, two specimen walls are modeled as one wall, and the linear distribution of 2D strains is 
assumed in an element. The mesh discretization was conducted in accordance with the steel arrangement and the 
location of each floor on which the mass blocks are attached. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1  Outline of the Analytical Model 
 

As shown in Fig.1, reinforcements in the wall are deployed only in the central part and the edging parts of the 
walls. Therefore we applied Zoning Process[5] for the specimen wall to use larger sized finite elements effectively 
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for overall vibration response analysis. Two zones are defined as shown in Fig.2: with (reinforce concrete) and 
without (plain concrete) reinforcement. 

The specimen walls consist of five sections corresponding to the floors of the building model. It is informed 
that the concrete of the neighboring sections is cast separately. Therefore in the modeling, the construction slits 
were introduced in between the neighboring sections in the zones of plain concrete without reinforcement. The slit 
is the joint, which is assumed not to transfer any stress by assigning two peripheral lines of finite elements; no 
interface joint element is inserted. Because we have taken into account some effect of concrete shrinkage due to 
drying effect of the specimen of this thickness. 

In the reinforcing concrete zone, we take into account the tensile stress transfer by both bond mechanism and 
the bridging effect on fracturing concrete crack planes. The tension-stiffening expression enables to handle 
comparatively larger sized elements. The bond cracking close to the reinforcing bars and localized yield of steels 
are implicitly incorporated in the analysis. 

In the plain concrete zone, a fracturing tension softening across cracks is considered [6]. The RC wall finite 
elements are commonly used for static and dynamic analyses (direct integration scheme). 
 

RC and plane concrete zoning (Wall)

Tension softening model in RC concrete zone

Tension softening model in plane concrete zone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig.2  Zoning of RC Wall (Judging from the point with or without reinforcement) 
 

The mass block finite elements are attached to the RC wall elements only for dynamic analysis. The averaged 
strain softening of concrete in tension is adjusted in terms of element volume. The mesh of the wall as shown in 
Fig.1 is so large that extremely localized fracture around bolts might not be captured. However, it can be judged 
enough to simulate the overall response of the wall. 

The mass of attached steel-concrete blocks and floors are idealized as being uniformly distributed over the 
mass block finite elements. The mass block finite elements having the perfect elasticity are connected to the 2D RC 
wall finite elements along the common lines denoted by solid lines (the center of each mass block) in Fig.1. The 
finite element connection lines coincide with the location of bolts between the floors and walls. The details around 
the bolting devices are not directly included in the analytical model and the reinforcement is assumed uniformly 
dispersed in the elements.  

It was difficult for the authors to quantitatively evaluate how the floors and the walls are bolted with each other, 
and how firmly the floor stiffness (normal stiffness along the floor level and flexural one) be transferred through 
the bolts. This factor might be influenced by the construction details around attachment. Then, the authors submit 
the idealized case where the stiffness of attached floor is small enough to ignore the effect of floor confinement to 
the wall in-plane deformation. Therefore, the thickness of mass block elements is specified 0.1cm and the elasticity 
is defined 25,000MPa. The dynamic force was assumed to be continuously transferred from the footing to the 
walls although the force is conveyed through the discrete numbers of bolts in reality. 

In the trial analysis, the rigid floor was assumed as another extreme case. For this case, we had the results of 
smaller displacement (20-30%) and reduced crack occurrence around the floor. Thus, the realistic boundary 
condition between floors and the wall might be in-between two extreme cases. 
   The horizontal input ground motion was applied to the central two nodes of the shaking table. The mass of the 
shaking table was included in the analysis. 
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2.2  Material properties (Stress-strain curves for concrete and steel) 

For both reinforced and plain concrete elements, multi-directional fixed smeared crack modeling was applied. 
In the modeling, four way crack directions, which allow the stress evaluation, are taking into account. The active 
crack method is applied to control these four independent cracks [7]. The modeling is on the extension of the 
bi-directional cracking model proposed by Okamura et al. [8].  

The RC reversed cyclic constitutive model for the four-way smeared crack in-plane RC consists of the 
following phenomenological sub-models as listed in Table 1. The shear deformation rooted in the multi-cracks is 
simultaneously taken into account under the reversed cyclic paths. The compression and tension models for 
concrete on the crack coordinate are linked with each other. The crack open/closure of the multi-cracking is 
detected in terms of strains developing over the finite elements.  
 

Table 1 Summary of constitutive laws used  

 

RC modeling Phenomena Constitutive Laws and Modeling 

 
crack model 

 
 

The four way multi-directional active crack model by 
Fukuura and Maekawa (1998) (Non-orthogonal 
cracking models up to four-way directions that contain 
two orthogonal coordinates corresponding to 
quasi-orthogonal bi-directional cracking). 

 
compression 

Elasto-plastic and continuum damage model by 
Maekawa, et al. (1991). [9] In unloading and reloading, 
non-symmetric hysteretic curves are assumed. The 
reduced unloading stiffness accompanies with plastic 
evolution. 

 
tension-stiff ness & 

softening 

For reinforced concrete, Okamura, et al., (1991) [10]. 
For plain concrete and zoning, An, et al., (1997) 
The stress release rate is dependent on the 
reinforcement ratio and size/shape of elements. 

 
 
 
 
 

cracked 
concrete 

 
 

shear transfer 

- Stress is determined by coordinates corresponding to 
active cracks (wider cracks to be transferred in 
proportion to stress change). 

- A constitutive equation for the shear transfer of 
cracked concrete that can be derived as the result of 
Element Tests performed by NUPEC is incorporated. 
Habasaki et al. (2000). 

bare bar model Kato's model (CEB 1979). [11] reinforcement 

spatially averaged model Multi-yield plane model for reinforcement by Fukuura 
and Maekawa (1997) [12]. The reduction of spatially 
averaged yield strength can be considered. The 
localization of yield in steel close to crack is implicitly 
taken into account. 

   In the modeling of shear wall parts, the structural tensile strength of the concrete is assumed to be 40% lower 
than the specimen strength, based upon the past experience, as this reduction is caused by drying shrinkage and 
associated initial stress generally observed with the specimen of this sections. 
   The data of concrete and reinforcing bars used for the analytical model of the RC shear walls are as follows; 
 

                Concrete:                                 Reinforcing bars: 
Compression strength; 60 kgf/cm2 (35.3 MPa),
Tensile strength; 23.5 kgf/cm2 (2.30MPa), 
Poisson ratio; 0.20, 
Young's modulus; 2.71x105 kgf/cm2 (26.6 GPa),
Strain level at maximum load; 2,656micron 

 Young's modulus; 2.2x106 kgf/cm2 (216 GPa),
Yield strength; 5500 kgf/cm2 (539 MPa).  
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2.3  Computer codes and algorithms used 

We used the computer program, COM3, for static and dynamic nonlinear analyses in the present benchmark 
analysis. For the modal analysis, we used computer program, ABAQUAS because COM3 doesn’t have such 
function. 

The COM3 program is the three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear dynamic finite element method (FEM) program, 
which is applicable to reinforced concrete (RC) structural analysis as well as soil foundation analysis. The program 
is developed by Maekawa et al., (1997)[13] as an in-house program of the University of Tokyo and partly released. 
The program is developed based on the precursory two-dimensional (2D) FEM program named WCOMD 
(Coordinator: Okamura and Developer in charge: Maekawa)[14], which was used in the analysis by one of the 
authors for the “CAMUS” International Benchmark[15]. 
The COM3 program has been used for the simulation analysis in the test project entitled “Multi-axes Loading Test 
on RC Shear Wall” performed by NUPEC (Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation, Japan)[13]. The program 
demonstrates its excellent capability for the simulation analyses of the static loading test of simultaneous 
horizontal two directions and that of one-horizontal and vertical directions[16], [17]. 

The program is essentially 3D, but we construct a 2D model succeeding the model used for the former CAMU-I 
International Benchmark study performed by Maekawa and Fukuura using computer program, WCOMD. The 
computational schemes are as follows: 

(1) Static analysis: Newton method is applied. For re-distributing unbalanced modal forces to meet the 
equilibrium condition, secant stiffness for cracked concrete and tangential one for embedded reinforcement 
are assigned in iterative calculation. The convergence criterion of each load step is as follows. The same 
scheme is commonly applied the dynamic analysis, too. 
[Norm of unbalanced nodal vector (force) / Norm of incremental nodal vector (force)]< 0.001  

(2) Dynamic analysis: Newmark β method was applied for time integration algorithm where β =0.36 and γ =0.7. 
It is difficult for the reporters to verify the system viscous damping originated from frictional energy loss 
made at contact planes, energy release by the attachment devices and to the ground through the given 
documentation. For clarifying the analysis condition, no viscous damping was installed but the hysteretic 
energy loss, which can be coherently included in the analysis through full path-dependent constitutive 
modeling for cracked reinforced concrete, was achieved in the analysis reported herein. It is general that the 
hysteretic damping becomes primary when high material nonlinearity is seen under large inelastic stage, and 
avoidance of imprecise viscous damping leads to safer estimation of seismic performance under heavy 
ground motions. The same convergence criterion as the static one was applied. 

 
 
3.  ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
 
3.1  Mode analysis 

We performed mode analysis using the 
analytical model with shaking table. Resultant 
natural frequencies are shown in Table 2 
comparing with the observed fundamental 
natural frequency of the specimen. Our 
analytical model introduces the slit elements 
between the different wall sections 
corresponding to the different floors at the parts 
of without reinforcement as described in 

 
Mode Without Slit With Slit

1 8.4 7.3 7.2
2 24.1 23.1 - 
3 34.7 31.8 - 
4 53.7 50.9 - 
5 69.0 60.6 - 
6 81.9 75.7 - 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Observed 

Table 2.  Result of Modal Analysis 

the paragraph 2.1. Therefore in order to check the effect of the slits, we have performed the analyses using two 
types of models, with- and without- the slit elements. As can be seen in the table, the case of with-slit model, the 
natural frequencies show little bit higher values comparing with the without-slit case and the fundamental natural 
frequency become closer to the observed value. The Observed natural frequency filled in the Table is based on the 
value of 7.24 Hz shown in the document by CEA, RAPPORT DM2S[4], in the case of low level random excitation 
before Run1.  
 
3.2  Time history analyses for Run1 through Run4 

We have performed nonlinear simulation analysis of CUMS-I dynamic loading experiment using the computer 
program, COM3, which have been demonstrated of its excellent performance by being applied to the 
NUPEC-JNES test project “Multi-axes Loading Test of RC Shear Wall”[18],[19]. The CAMUS-I experiment was 
performed essentially to study nonlinear behavior of RC shear wall, therefore our analysis had been carried out 
successively in order to retain nonlinear property due to crack generated in the RC shear walls by each test Run.  
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The following (1) through (5) are brief summaries and considerations on the test and analytical results. 
(1) Run1: During this test-run, specimen 

showed a nearly linear response. Figure 3 
shows a part of results of the analysis for 
Run1. The figure shows response time 
history at the specimen top and its 
Fourier spectrum. In this figure, 
corresponding test data are superimposed. 
As shown in this figure, analytical 
horizontal response time history at 
specimen top agrees well with the test 
result both in the response time history of 
absolute acceleration and its Fourier 
spectrum. Although it is not shown here 
because of the limited space, the vertical 
response time history obtained by the test 
at a center part of the specimen top shows 
smaller acceleration than the right and 
left side parts. The tendency can be 
explained as  a result of rocking motion. 
This tendency is also observed in our 
analytical vertical response time histories 
but the analytical response became 
smaller than the observed response time 
histories. 

A
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(2) Run2: During this test Run, specimen 
also showed a nearly linear response. 
Therefore all the tendencies observed in 
Run1 are common in the results of this 
test Run. 
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(3) Run3: Figure 4 shows a part of results of 
the analysis for Run3. The figure shows 
response time history at the specimen top 
and its Fourier spectrum. The specimen 
has shown a nonlinear property due to 
crack generation in the RC shear walls 
for this Run3. As seen in this figure, a 
good agreement is achieved between test 
and analytical response acceleration time 
histories. When we compare the Fourier 
spectra obtained by the analysis with that 
evaluated from test data, it is found that 
the frequency components near 4.5Hz 
dominantly observed in the test result 
due to generation and/or progress of 
damage (cracks) are also observed in the 
analytical result but their peak level is 
insufficient. This might means that 
modeling of the nonlinear property is 
insufficient. 
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(4) Run4: Figure 5 shows a part of results of 
the analysis for Run4. In this figure, 
analytical response time history in the 
horizontal direction agrees well with that 
of the test result except for the time span 
between 7.5 and 8.5 seconds where the 
response acceleration became their 
maximum level. The dominant frequency 
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Fig.3 Comparison between Test and Analytical Time 
     Histories and Fourier Spectra for Run1. 
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Fig.4 Comparison between Test and Analytical Time
     Histories and Fourier Spectra for Run3. 
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components in the Fourier spectrum of 
the test results decrease from a 4.5Hz of 
Run3 to a 4.0Hz that means the progress 
of damage in Run4. However, in the 
analytical result, the dominant frequency 
components have split into two peaks 
around 3.5Hz and 5.5Hz. This might be 
also an evidence of progressing of 
damage in the specimen due to new crack 
generations. However again, the peak 
cannot be obtained in the analytical 
results.  

(5) Nonlinear behavior: We have calculated 
transfer functions of the specimen 
between shaking table level and the 
specimen top level for Run1 through 
Run4.  The transfer functions are shown 
in Fig.6 superimposing the corresponding 
transfer functions obtained from test data. 
In this figure, we can see a clear tendency 
to decrease dominant natural frequency 
from 6.47Hz (Runs 1 and 2) to 4.22Hz 
(Run4). 

     The dominant frequency in the transfer  
function  for  each test Run is 

Fig.5 Comparison between Test and Analytical Time
      Histories and Fourier Spectra for Run4. 
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nearly the same between test and analytical results for test Runs 1 through 3. However for the Run4, the 
dominant frequency in the transfer functions of the analytical result cannot achieve a peak in 4.22Hz. This can 
be a major cause of the discrepancy between test and analytical response time histories for Run4 shown in Fig.5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3  Consideration on the Discrepancies between Test and Analytical Results 

Fig.6  Transfer Function between Shaking Table Level (Input Motion) and the Specimen Top  
      Response Computed by Using Dynamic Loading Test Data. 
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   In the present study, the achievement of our analytical results is not necessarily satisfactory. In this section, we 
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described our consideration for the reason of the discrepancies between test and analytical results. 
   In the CAMUS-I experiment, the specimen was excited with small random motion to confirm the vibration 
characteristics of the specimen before each test Run. Table 3 shows the dominant frequencies evaluated from each 
small random excitation data comparing with that from the transfer functions of corresponding runs shown in Fig.6.  
In this table, there are apparent discrepancies in the dominant frequency of the specimen for each run between 
dominant frequency at small random excitation and that at corresponding test run. 
   If the major damages (cracks) in the specimen during each Run were caused by shear force (shear crack), the 
damages would work to decrease the dominant frequency and such discrepancies could not be observed. Therefore 
the major damages in the specimen during each run might be another type of crack. One possibility is considered 
due to cracks generated in the lower part of the specimen at the boundary of the sections where the concrete were 
cast separately. The cracks are kept closing when the small random motion is applied and don’t decrease the 
dominant natural frequency. However, when large motion is applied, the cracks are taking opening-closing actions 
then the specimen is behaving large rocking motion as it had shown in the kickoff meeting of the CRP using VTR 
of CUMUS-III experiment. The behavior due to cracks might decrease the dominant natural frequency. Though we 
have introduced the slit model for the boundary of the sections where the concrete were cast separately, we don’t 
take into account this type of cracks explicitly in our analytical model. This might be the major reason why our 
model cannot achieve good simulation for Run4. 
 Table 3. Evaluated Dominant Natural Frequencies

6.47 Hz 6.47 Hz 5.14 Hz 

Runs on the CAMUS-I Experiment Run1 Run2 Run3 Run4 

A dominant natural frequency before each 
test run (Low level random excitation) 7.24 Hz 7.03 Hz 6.60 Hz 7.24 Hz

4.22 Hz A dominant natural frequency evaluated
from test data of each test run (Fig. 19) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 
 

A numerical experiment was carried out using the non-linear analysis model constructed for the CAMUS-I 
specimen described in the previous chapters. The input earthquake ground motions used for the numerical 
experiment are the Golden Gate wave of the 1957 Daly City Earthquake, which is used as a typical near-field 
earthquake ground motion, and a simulated earthquake ground motion, the NICE wave, also used as an 
intermediate or a far-field earthquake ground motion in the CAMUS-I experiment. 
   Six cases of elasto-plastic earthquake response analyses of the specimen have been performed to study the 
effect of the input motion levels on the nonlinear behavior of the specimen by changing input motion levels from 
0.1g to 0.6g by 0.1g. The results are shown in the form of 5% damping response spectra in Fig. 7 (Golden Gate 
wave) and Fig. 8 (NICE wave).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 Response Spectra of 5% Damping of the Model Responses to the Various  
     Levels of the 1957 Golden Gate Waves
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Fig. 8  Response Spectra of 5% Damping of the Model Responses to the Various Levels of 
       the NICE Waves 

Frequency(Hz) 

   In both figures, the part (a) shows the response at the level 1 and the part (b) shows that at model top, shown in 
Fig.9. From these figures it is understood that the responses at the level 1 become larger linearly with the increment 
of the input motion level but the responses at the model top show some non-linearity against the increment of the 
input motion levels. For the Golden Gate wave, the response of the model top increases linearly up to 0.4g level of 
the input motion. However the input motion level exceeds 0.4g, though the dominant response peak at 6 Hz is 
unchanging, the peak level don't increase with the increment of the input motion level. This mean some 
non-linearity is considered to occur. On the other hand for the NICE wave, it is seen in the response of the 
specimen top as a tendency that for the input motion level is within 0.2g, the response shows linear property, but if 
it exceeds 0.2g, the dominant peak frequency is decreasing and the response level is increasing nonlinearly. The 
dominant peak frequency is falling from 6Hz to 3.5Hz. This is said to be a remarkable nonlinear behavior. Figure 
10 shows the moment-curvature curve at the level 3 in the specimen shown in Fig. 9 for the case that the input 
motion level is 0.6 g for the NICE wave. In this figure, maximum curvature reaches the value of 6x10-3 (m-1) far 
exceeding the value of 4x10-3 (m-1), which is known as shear failure in the shear wall will begin to occur. Therefore 
in this case a shear failure is considered to occur. 
   For these differences in the earthquake responses to the input motions are explained with Fig. 11. The figure is 
superimposing the normalized response spectra of the NICE wave and the Golden Gate wave. The abscissa of the 
spectra is expressed in period. The periods in the response spectra are multiplied by square root of 3 by taking into 
account the scales of the CAMUS-I specimen of 1/3. 
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Fig. 9 An Outline of the Analytical Model 

In general, the specimen tends to elongate its 
dominant period from its initial value with 
progressing shear cracking damage.  

 
 

2077
Fig. 10 Moment Curvature Curve at Level3 of the 
      Specimen for the Input Motion of 0.6g of the
      maximum Acceleration 
Shaking Table
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However, for the responses to the Golden 
Gate wave, the spectrum response becomes 
small as elongation of the dominant period. 
Therefore the nonlinear response of the 
specimen doesn't increase. On the other 
hand, though the same tendency is seen for 
the case of the NICE wave, its decrement 
ratio in the spectrum response is small as 
compared to the case of the Golden Gate 
wave. Therefore progress of the elongation 
of the dominant natural period is seen as the 
level of the input motion increases and 
totally a bigger non-linearity in the 
earthquake response behavior of the 
specimen is observed.  
   This difference turned into a difference of 
an earthquake response at the top. However, 
it is overhasty to judge as the difference of 
the responses in Figs. 7 and 8 is coming from 
the difference of an input earthquake ground 
motion of the near field and the intermediate 
and/or far-field. 
   Figure 12 shows a typical near-field 
earthquake ground motion record at 
Shiofukizaki (EW component) of the 1989 
Ito-oki earthquake (Mw:5.1), whose 
epi-central distance is about 5km. Because 
the maximum acceleration of this record was 
a 189Gal.,  the damage generated  by 

Time (second) 

Fig. 11 Normalized Response Spectra of 5% Damping of the 
Model Responses to the Golden Gate and the NICE Waves 

Fig. 12 Acceleration Time History of the NS Component 
      Recorded at Shiofuki-zaki Site in the 1989 Ito-oki 
      Earthquake 

this earthquake was limited. We 
also carried out five cases of 
nonlinear earthquake response 
analysis for the CAMUS-I 
specimen using this Ito-oki 
earthquake record, raising 
maximum acceleration level from 
0.2g to 0.6g by 0.1g pitches. 
   As for the results, response 
spectra at the specimen top are 
shown in Fig. 13. It is found from 
this figure that linear responses 
are seen up to 0.3g of the input 
motion levels but the responses 
show a nonlinear property against 
the input motion levels larger 
than 0.4g, elongating dominant 
period and increasing response 
level in particular  for  the  
motion  of 
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maximum acceleration of 0.6g, the response at dominant period is jumping up.  Figure 14 shows the response 
spectrum to this Ito-oki earthquake ground motion record. In this figure, we also filled in the periods of 0.24 and 
0.43 seconds corresponding to the initial and the ultimate stages of the CAMUS-I specimen. This figure shows the 
possibility that as the dominant period of the specimen elongating occurs due to getting damage, the earthquake 
responses at the corresponding periods tend to increase up to the ultimate states of the specimen.  

Fig. 13 Response Spectra of 5% Damping of the Model Responses  
to the Various Levels of the 1989 Ito-oki Earthquake Records 

   The tendency is a cause of 
the phenomenon of the jumping 
of nonlinear response to the 
input motion of 0.6g of 
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maximum acceleration as being 
it is seen in Fig. 13. Figure 15 
shows 5% damping response 
spectra of 10 near-field 
earthquake ground motion 
records observed in U.S. in 
recent years, i.e., the 1979 
Imperial Valley Earthquake, the 
1987 Superstition Hills 
Earthquake, the 1989 Loma 
Prieta Earthquake, the 1992 
Cape Mendocino Earthquake, 
and the 1994 Northridge 
Earthquake. 
   In this figure, we again filled 
in the periods of 0.24 and 0.43 
seconds, which correspond to the 
initial and the ultimate stages of 
the CAMUS-I specimen. From 
this figure, it is found that there is 
a big diversity in the near-field 
earthquake response spectra 
around the periods equivalent to 

    

Fig. 14 Response Spectra of 5% Damping of the 1989 Ito-oki 
Earthquake Ground Motion Record (NS Component)  

the initial and ultimate stages of a 
CAMUS-I specimen like those in 
the intermediate and far-field 
earthquake ground motions. 
In other words, the response of a 
structure is influenced by the 
frequency contents in an 
earthquake ground motion, and in 
general, a simple classification by 
a category called a near-field 
earthquake and an intermediate 
and/or a far-field earthquake 
ground motion is difficult for 
measuring the damaging potential 
of  earthquake ground 

Fig.15  Response Spectra of Recent Near-field Earthquake 
Ground Motion Records  

motion. Moreover, if the elongation in a dominant period of the structure by non-linearization is understood 
beforehand, a response spectrum can be said that it is still one of a powerful tool for measuring damaging potential 
of an earthquake ground motion. 
 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
   We have performed the analyses using a FEM computer program to simulate CAMUS-I experiment along with 
the IAEA CRP project of "Safety Significance of Near-field Earthquake". Our analytical model achieved good 
agreement with the results of Runs 1 and 2 of CAMUS-I experiment, however, for Run4, the agreement was not 
necessarily satisfactory. As for the reason for the unsatisfactory, it can be attributed to the type of major damages in 
the specimen. We are considering that the major crack in the specimen is a slit-like bending type crack generated in 
the lower part of the specimen at the boundary of the sections where the concrete were cast separately. However, 
our model doesn’t take into account this type of cracks explicitly. This might be the major reason why our model 
cannot achieve good simulation results for Run4. 
   We also performed numerical experiment along with the plans of the IAEA CRP to study the effect of near-field 
earthquake on the damage of a structure using the analytical model of CAMUS-I constructed for this CRP. With 
this experiment we have confirmed that near-field earthquake like the 1957 Golden Gate record has less damaging 
potential for the RC structure than the NICE type intermediate and/or far-field earthquake ground motion. This is 
true for the near-field earthquake ground motion which was observed at a hard rock site and having a little low 
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frequency component, however, there is a large diversity in the recorded near-field earthquake ground motions of 
their frequency components (response spectra). Some records have low frequency component even though they 
are observed at a rock site. Therefore it is difficult to classify the damaging potential by a category called a 
near-field earthquake and an intermediate and/or a far-field earthquake ground motion for the RC structure studied 
in this CRP. 
   Furthermore, because an RC structure tends to elongate its dominant period with progressing damages, if the 
elongation in a dominant period of the structure by non-linearization is understood beforehand and response of the 
structure is evaluated by non-linear time history analysis, a response spectrum can be said to be still one of 
powerful tools in the previous check for judging a damaging potential of an earthquake ground motion to be used 
for design analysis. 
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